The bi-partial criterion for clustering problem consists of two parts, where the first one takes into account intracluster relations, and the secondinter-cluster ones. In the case of k-means algorithm, such bi-partial criterion combines intra-cluster dispersion with inter-cluster similarity, to be jointly minimized. The first part only of such objective function provides the "standard" quality of clustering based on distances between objects (the wellknown classical k-means). To improve the clustering quality based on the bi-partial objective function, we develop the permutable version of k-means algorithm. This paper shows that the permutable k-means appears to be a new type of a clustering procedure.
Introduction and related works 1.Clustering by k-means
According to the basic idea of the classical k-means algorithm [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] is a vector in the n − dimensional space.
In this paper, we consider means as representatives and calculate new means as in the classical procedure.
The well-known respective clustering criterion minimizes average of squared distances to cluster centers 22 11 1 () As it is well-known [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , cluster dispersions can be calculated without direct use of cluster means, based on pairwise distances between vectors 
Empirical data often appear in the form of a matrix of pairwise comparisons of elements of the set. Such comparisons can be nonnegative values of dissimilarity or similarity of objects from the set  [11] . This is important for our approach, since the permutable k-means, developed in this paper, uses only distance ( , ) or similarity ( , ) matrices. Therefore, cluster means are not presented in them, and we need to develop equivalent forms of (1) and (2) .
The basis of our approach is the Torgerson's idea of the "gravity center", developed for multidimensional scaling problem [6] in the method of double centering for principal projections to get the appropriate feature space with the raw distance matrix, immersed in it.
Our goal is different: we do not want to restore a feature space itself, since it is sufficient to suppose that objects are immersed in some metric (more closely, Euclidean) space, as we show this later on.
Naturally, the two-component criteria, similar to the bi-partial one (Dunn, Calinski-Harabasz, Xie-Beni etc.), are used in cluster-analysis [9, 12] . They are mainly used to assess the proper number of clusters K. Such criteria are usually heuristic constructions, used to assess the results of some algorithms of quite different origins and properties.
Here we are interested in improving the results of the classical clustering problem with a predefined number of clusters K. Namely, we try to develop here the bi-partial objective function to build a homogeneous and strict metric criterion for standard k-means algorithm only for a predefined number K, and not to use any other idea of procedure than that of k-means.
The bi-partial criterion
In order to introduce here a general bi-partial objective function, we refer to an illustrative problem of dividing a 254 Informatica 43 (2019) 253-262 S. Dvoenko et al. unidimensional empirical distribution of real values into a set of categories to get the "best" set in a definite sense [13] [14] [15] . This case serves merely the purpose of illustration, and assumptions made on data do not apply to the general bi-partial approach.
Let a sequence of N positive real observations , 1,... Under these conditions, the problem of obtaining the optimal piece-wise linear approximation of the cumulative sequence with the number of linear segments also being optimized was investigated in [13] [14] [15] .
According to [13] [14] [15] , the respective bi-partial objective function DS J penalizes, first, deviation D C of linear segments from the respective distribution, and, second, penalizes similarity S C of linear segments to each other, and was represented in the form ( ) (1 ) ( ) ( ) min
where 1 K  is the number of segments, 01   is the coefficient of linear combination of two parts of the criterion.
The criterion DS J , investigated in [13, 14] for the above problem, is a particular case of the general bi-partial form, representing the fundamental "intra-cluster cohesion + inter-cluster separation" paradigm [15, 16] .
It should be noted that the parameter  in (3) need not appear at all, if two parts of the objective function are assumed to reflect correctly the respective inner and outer measures. Note that by solving with respect to (3) we get both the cluster (segment) content and the number of clusters (segments). We can also represent (3) in different forms to obtain different data analysis problems as particular cases. So, e.g., (3) can be transformed to the linear regression problem for 1
In other interesting cases, the problem (3) can be considered for other kinds of parameters than , say, K. Thus, we can treat 1 K  as a hyper-parameter and find the optimal linear combination of parts in () DS JK .
Thus, in the context of the illustrative problem quoted, we would fix the number of line segments K, and look with (3) for the optimum weight , meaning the significance we attach to accuracy of the approximation vs. distinctiveness of the consecutive segments.
In this paper, we investigate the single-parametric reduced form of (3) to find the optimal  for the predefined hyper-parameter K based on the direct implementing of the well-known k-means algorithm.
Distance and similarity k-means
In this paper, we use the specially developed k-means algorithm only for the case of distances or similarities between objects [17, 18] . A positive definite similarity matrix can be obtained as a matrix of pairwise scalar products of object descriptions in some metric space with the dimensionality of not more than a set cardinal number. This matrix of scalar products can be transformed into a distance matrix and vice versa. As a result, the dissimilarity matrix can be used as the distance matrix in the same space.
In this case, the mean object () k  x cannot be defined in  by the distance matrix ( , ) D N N as a center of a cluster. Usually, the object minimizing the sum of distances to the others in the cluster can be used as the center k  . Therefore, if representatives and centers coincide each with other, kk  = for all clusters, then we get an unbiased clustering.
Nevertheless, if we immerse the set  in some feature space, we obtain in general the biased clustering, since the center () k  x may not be the mean object k x in the unknown feature space.
The classical k-means algorithm was developed for distances and similarities in [17, 18] . Centers k  provide the unbiased clustering with cluster dispersions 22 1 (1 / ) ( , ) According to [6] , it is convenient to put the origin of the feature space in the center of all objects , 1,...
Therefore, we put the origin of the 
where, according to (1), (4), the cluster dispersion is
Hence, we develop the distance k-means algorithm based on the classical principle of the "minimum distance to a cluster center": (a) Step 0. Determine in some way K centers 1 k  and put them as representatives 11 , 1,... ;
Step s. Reallocate all objects between clusters: 1. 
The cluster compactness is the mean similarity of the cluster center with respect to other objects (6):
 . The unbiased clustering minimizes the cluster dispersion 2 k  and maximizes the compactness k  according to (5):
and for all clusters:
For similarity clustering, we maximize compactness ()
. The similarity k-means algorithm is the analogue of algorithms (a) and (b) relative to () IK .
The bi-partial criterion for clustering
In this paper, we develop the bi-partial objective function like (3) for the dissimilarity k-means 
Unfortunately, the bi-partial criterion () JK  , as defined here, does not work for the classical k-means (b), since (8) , as the second part of () JK  in (7), cannot be changed for constant centers while attempting to transfer objects in step s.
Therefore, for any 01   , the clustering results are the same as for the classical case with 0  = . And the algorithm does not work properly with 1  = . We develop here the new "permutable" version of the classical k-means (b) without direct calculation of cluster centers. Here, the new permutable k-means is the meanless clustering for the classical k-means (b).
As we can see in (5) , the cluster dispersion is half of the average of squared distances between objects in the cluster. This representation does not contain centers themselves, and we calculate the criterion (1) without centers in the form 22 1
Next, we would like to calculate the similarity ( , ) kl s  between cluster centers in (8) . According to (6),
Therefore, we can use the suitable notation ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
The goal of () JK  is to produce clusters with possibly low dispersion and possibly dissimilar centers. We note that (10) is in a way an inconsistent function, since for kl = it contains the cluster compactness k  . Hence, we modify (10) to get the inter-cluster similarities only and take into account the symmetry Step s. Reallocate all objects between clusters: 1. Remember, but do not move:   cases. In addition, we can use some optimal initial clusters to enhance the quality of results, and optimal recalculations to improve performance of permutations.
As we can see, the algorithm (c) is the same as the classical ones (a) and (b) for the standard criterion () JK and differs (sometimes subtly and finely) from them for the bi-partial criterion () JK  . It is clear that the new algorithm gives the classical result for non-intersecting clusters. Nevertheless, its result can be improved for intersecting clusters, since by means of the criterion () JK  a cluster center can be shifted in some vicinity without changing the cluster itself. Such possibility depends on the gaps between real points in continuous feature space and the discrete cluster structure superimposed.
Redistribution of data dispersion by the bi-partial criterion
Here, we explain why by means of the criterion (7) it is possible to improve the classical clustering of k-means.
Consider the classical case. Let the set of size N be divided into K subsets (clusters). In our perspective, we consider balancing of total dispersion between its intraand inter-parts. We know [19, 20] 
=
. Based on the Torgerson's formula, we define the following: for single group dispersions We remark that the classical inter-group dispersion is not given by the Torgerson's formula 
Experiments

Experimental setup
Experimental data are the original Fisher's Iris data [21] . We chose this data set as a simple illustration for the basic properties of the approach developed. Such data consist of 150 measurements of 50 plants, belonging to three varieties: Iris setosa, Iris versicolor, and Iris virginica. Four flower measurements are made: petal length and width, and sepal length and width. It is known that the 1 st class (Iris setosa) is well separated from other two classes (2 nd class, Iris versicolor, and 3 rd class, Iris virginica). The 2 nd and 3 rd classes intersect each other. Another peculiarity of Iris data is the coincidence of objects 102 and 143 from the 3 rd class. Iris data are also included in Matlab.
There are also other available variants of the Iris data, differing from the classic set of [21] . Such differences usually concern corrections in some measurements.
Since the classification of data has been defined, we show that the bi-partial objective function () JK  , developed above, allows us to improve the classical clustering result. According to it, we separate as usual 1 st class correctly from two others, and decrease the errors in separation of the 2 nd and the 3 rd class.
According to the formulation above, we investigate the problem ( )
As we can see, this formulation implies balancing of two parts of the criterion. Therefore, it would be good to measure () JK and () K  on the same scale. The dispersion of standardized data is n, i.e. the number of features (n=4 for Iris data), and usually more than n for original (non-standardized) data. The clustering results for original and standardized data can differ.
In order to get rid of the potential scale bias, we normalize inter-cluster similarities / The last technical remark regarding the correctness of the criterion () JK  is that in the case of usual standard multidimensional data, we need to move the origin out of the convex cover of the set relative to its center and provide positive scalar products as similarities between objects. This problem was discussed in [22] .
Indeed, as it is mentioned above, all similarities in (6), (8), (10), (11) must be nonnegative for correct () IK and () K  . According to (4), the origin is placed in the center of the data set in the feature space.
Unfortunately, it this case we cannot use scalar products
since they can
have negative values. Nevertheless, scalar products change to nonnegative values with respect to the origin placed out of the convex cover of the set, since all of them appear to be in the positive quadrant of the feature space. Hence, it does not matter at all for distances (they have been calculated and not changed for any place of the origin), but it is correct to represent nonnegative similarities by scalar products. It is known that the k-means algorithm is the locally optimal procedure with results dependent on initial decisions (partition or choice of centers).
For all classes, we test three initial partitions: 50/50/50
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(plant varieties as classes), 50/70/30 (20 plants from the 3 rd class are wrongly placed in the 2 nd class), 50/30/70 (20 plants from the 2 nd class are wrongly placed in the 3 rd class). For just two intersecting classes (2 nd and 3 rd ) we test also three initial partitions: 50/50 (plant varieties as classes), 70/30 (20 plants from the 3 rd class are wrongly placed in the 2 nd class), 30/70 (20 plants from the 2 nd class are wrongly placed in the 3 rd class).
In yet another case we investigate two classes of the entire set, organized as the small one (1 st class) and the big one (2 nd and 3 rd classes). We test three initial partitions: 50/100 (plants from the 1 st class versus all plants from the 2 nd and 3 rd classes together), 100/50 (all plants from the 1 st and the 2 nd classes together versus plants from the 3 rd class), 30/120 (only first 30 plants from the 1 st class versus all others).
In all experiments, we first get the classical result with 0  = , starting from the predefined initial partitions as above. Second, starting, as well, from the predefined initial partitions characterized above, we vary the parameter 01   with increment 0.01 to find the optimal *  among the tested 100 points.
Results and discussion
In the first experiment with original Iris data for all initial partitions for three classes, we correctly separate the 1 st class and decrease errors in separation of intersecting 2 nd and 3 rd classes ( Table 1 , Fig.1 ). For two intersecting classes only, we decrease errors in the separation of the 2 nd and 3 rd classes, too ( Table 1 , Fig. 2, 3 ). It can be seen that the optimal intervals for *  depend on the number of clusters (Table 1) , hence on data dispersion, and can slightly differ for different initial partitions. Error diagrams are not monotonic functions ( Fig. 1-3 ).
As we can see, original Iris data are some sort of "well structured" data, since for different initial partitions we get the same 16 misclassified objects for the classical ( 0)  = criterion and the same 15 misclassified objects for the bipartial ( *)  criterion (Table 1) . For the classical criterion, misclassified objects are generally from the 3 rd class (Table 2). The object 135 is well classified and shown here, since it is misclassified for the bi-partial criterion.
Misclassified objects for the bi-partial criterion are from the 3 rd class, too (Table 3) . Here, objects 53 and 78 are well classified, and the object 135 is misclassified.
We repeat this experiment for standardized data ( Table 4 ). Such data are more complicated. As we know, Iris classes are not so spherical ones in the original feature space, and that is why the k-means type of approach is not the best suited for them.
After data standardization, classes appear to be more spherical and contain more "mixed" objects from intersecting classes, usually giving more misclassifications in the classical case (Table 4) .
Hence, for the classical criterion ( 0)  = for standardized data, 25 misclassified objects are from two intersecting classes, 2 nd and 3 rd , with well classified all objects from the 1 st class ( Table 5 ). Objects 104, 109, 112, 126, 129 are well classified and shown too, since they are misclassified for the bi-partial criterion.
Misclassified objects for the bi-partial criterion are mainly from the 3 rd class again (Table 6 ). Here, objects 52, 57, 66, 71, 76, 86, 87 are well classified and objects 104, 109, 112, 128, 129 are misclassified. Fig. 7 The Permutable k-means for the Bi-partial Criterion Informatica 43 (2019) 253-262 259 For two intersecting classes of standardized data and for the classical ( 0)  = criterion (Table 7) , we get the same 3 misclassified objects from the 2 nd class and 14 misclassified objects from the 3 rd class.
We get different misclassified objects (Table 8) for different initial partitions in the bi-partial case (15 objects for the 50/50 and 70/30 initial partitions, 14 objects for the 30/70 initial partition).
For standardized data, we usually get different results for three and two classes relative to original data. As we can see, the best result with the minimum of 14 errors for the initial partition 30/70 differs in terms of objects from the results for other initial partitions (Table 8) .
Even though standardization is a usual step in data processing, we can see that the clustering results for standardized Iris data are not so "natural" as for the original ones. This is the well known and unwanted effect of standardization.
Clustering results for Iris data by both classical and by bi-partial criteria are more "natural" for original data than for standardized data.
In the second experiment, we investigate the already mentioned general defect of the criterion (1). As it is well known, the classical k-means clustering tries to get clusters, which are approximately equal by size.
In case of classes that differ as to their sizes, the new permutable algorithm decreases usually the size of the bigger class (2 nd and 3 rd together) and increases the size of the smaller class (1 st We reduce errors to zero ( Fig. 8 ) and correctly separate the smaller 1 st class from the bigger one (2 nd and 3 rd ) in the optimal interval 0.97 * 1   for all initial partitions, i.e. 50/100, 100/50, 30/120. For standardized data, the result contains no errors at all for the whole interval 01   for all initial partitions.
Conclusion
The k-means procedure is very popular in machine learning and data mining fields. This procedure is very natural and understanding its principles and results is easy. Additionally, this procedure is deeply connected with other ideas, like the EM-algorithm, SOMs, etc.
On the other hand, the use of the bi-partial criterion can improve the classical clustering result. The bi-partial objective function consists of two parts, the first one supporting the best approximation of individual categories, and the second one supporting the appropriate separation among the categories. In the case of the k-means algorithm, the bi-partial objective function combines intracluster dispersions with the inter-cluster similarity, to be jointly minimized. In dual form, the bi-partial objective function combines cluster concentrations with the intercluster dispersion, to be maximized.
In this paper, we investigate the direct form of the bipartial criterion function. The first part of this criterion provides the classical quality measure of k-means clustering, based on distances between objects.
As it is shown in this paper, the bi-partial criterion does not work directly through the standard procedure of the classical k-means, since the second part of the criterion cannot be changed within the classical procedure.
Therefore, to improve the clustering quality based on the bi-partial criterion, we develop here the new permutable version of the classical k-means algorithm.
As it is shown in this paper, the permutable k-means appears to be a new type of clustering procedures.
The permutable k-means uses distances and similarities only. Therefore, it does not need to use the featurebased representation of experimental data. To reduce the computational complexity of permutations we can use in further work the optimal iterative techniques.
It is easy to show that in the dual form the bi-partial objective function combines cluster concentrations with the inter-cluster dispersion, to be jointly maximized. The first part of both bi-partial objective functions provides the "standard" quality of clustering based on distances between objects (the classical k-means) or similarities between them in dual form (the similarity k-means).
As a result, what the algorithm have we built? It is clear, that we have merely shown the principle of developing a class of criteria and corresponding algorithms. As we can see in Figs. 1-7 , error lines are not convex functions of  in general. The future study should, then, be oriented at defining conditions for convexity, on the one hand, and developing effective algorithms of extrema finding of the similar functions, on the other.
